The lift table for all uses…

A high quality, ergonomic designed, platform, work positioner and transport cart all in one.

STANDARD FEATURES

The PH Series Mobile Workstation offers a versatile solution to numerous workplace problems. Its height adjustability and mobility reduces or eliminates awkward working postures, as well as lifting, bending, and stretching movements which can contribute to cumulative trauma disorders. A variety of worker heights and reaches is easily accommodated. The clean simple design eliminates dangerous pinch points inherent with scissors-type lift tables.

You can also create a flexible manufacturing environment compatible with Just-In-Time and Kanban philosophies. Dependence upon fixed conveyor systems and overhead cranes can be minimized or eliminated. In fact, an entire manufacturing operation can be quickly moved to an entirely new location.

All PH Series Mobile Workstations are designed and manufactured in America from the finest components and materials. The units feature rugged steel construction. Before leaving UNIDEX every machine is subjected to rigorous quality checks. The PH is believed to be the most durable product of its type on the market, yielding a lifetime of productivity and safety for operators.

The foot-operated oil hydraulic system provides a safe method to lift and position your product. The foot pedal folds up out of the way when not in use.

A built-in variable down-speed feature makes the PH the right choice for many jobs requiring precision positioning.

An optional indexing tabletop provides 360 degrees of rotation with four positive stops at each 90 degree increment, for positioning your product. The operator can quickly and safely index the product without turning the entire lift or manually raising the product.

Compare for yourself and see why the PH Series Mobile Workstation is rapidly becoming industry’s workstation of choice!

UNIDEX will provide the basic unit as described in this brochure or manufacture to a specific configuration.

Quantity discounts available. Other custom features available, please call us to discuss your exact needs. Payment can be made using American Express, MasterCard and Visa credit cards.